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Abs/Tact- Ourlay networks among cooperating hosts have recently
emerged ::IS a viable solullon 10 severn] ch:illenging problcgIS, including multirnsting, routing. conlent dislribulion, and peer-Io-peer services.
Applic:alion.levcl overlays, howel-er, incur a performance penolly over
rouler-level solutions. This pnper characterizes Ihls performance penally
for overlay mulllrnsl trees via experimental data, simulations, and theoretical models. We compare three overlay mulllcast protocols with respecl 10 latency, b::mdwidlh, router degrees, and host degrees. Experi.
mcntlll data lind simulations illuslrale Ihlll (i) the averngc delay and the
number of hops between partnl ond child hll5ls in overlay trees gen·
erolly det:re::lSe, and (ii) the degrce of hasls geoernlly decreases, as lhe
le\'cl of the h05t in the overlay lree increases. Onrlay mullicast rouling
str.J.tegies, overlay hosl distribution, to~ether ",ith power·law and smallworld Internet lopology CbllI"llctcristics, are identified as causes of lhe
observed phenomena. 'Ve show that these phenomena arc directly related 10 the overlay tree co:st. Our resulrs revCllllhat Ihe normalized cost
9
0::: nO. for small n, wherc L(n) is thc total number of hops in
:ill overlay links: U(n) is the llvernge number of hops on lhe source to
receinr uniCilSl palhs, and n is the number or members in the overlay
mullicasl session.

tt:l

I. INTRODUCTION

Overlay networks have recently gained allention as mechanisms to overcome deployment barriers to router-level solutions of several networking problems. Overlay solutions
for multicasting [1], (2], [3], [4], [5], inter-domain routing
pathologies [6], [7], content distribulion [8], and content sharing [9J, [10], [11] are being extensively studied. In this paper, we consider a number of overlay (application-layer) multicast approaches which have been proposed over the last three
years. In overlay multicast, hosts participating in a multicast session form an overlay network, and only utilize unicasts
among pairs of hosts (considered neighbors in the overlay tree)
for data dissemination. The hosts in overlay multicast exclusively handle group management, routing, and tree construction, without any support from Internet routers.
The key advantages overlays offer are flexibility, adaptivily,
and ease of deploymen!. Overlays, however, impose a perfor.
mance penalty over router-level alternatives. While overlay
multicast clearly consumes additional network bandwidth and
increases latency over IP multicast, little aUention has been
paid to precisely quantifying this overlay perfonnancepenaity,
either theoretically or experimentally. Moreover, to the best

of our knowledge, there is no work on characterizing overlay
mullicast tree structure. Such characterization is important to
gain insight into overlay properties and their causes al both the
application layer and the underlying neLwork layer. Il is also
important to compare different overlay multicast Slrategies to
detennine how to meet the goals of target applications (e.g.,
by balancing latency versus bandwidth uadeoffs).
In lhis paper, we analyze overlay multicast trees via (i) real
data integrated from End System Multicast (ESM)/Narada [l}
experiments and traceroute servers, (ii) simulations of three
representative classes of overlay multicast strategies, and (iii)
simple analytical models. We quantify several aspects of the
performance penalty associated with overlay -multicast, with
emphasis on the ovei"lay cost (i.e., efficiency) al the networklayer. We derive and validate asymptotic fonns of the overlay
COSL from two different tree models.
Our results indicate that (i) the average delay and the number of hops between parent and child hosts generally decrease,
and (ii) the degree of hosts generally decreases, as the level of
the host in the overlay tree increases. We find that overlay
multicast routing strategies, overlay host distribution, togerller
11';111 power-law and small-world Internet topology characteristics, are causes of lhese observed phenomena. We isolate the
impact of each of these causes, and quantify its effect on the
overlay cost. Our results reveal thal the nonnalized overlay
cost t~~l (X nO. 9 for small n, where L(n) is the total number
of hops in all overlay links (connections), U(n) is the average
number of hops on the source to receiver unicast paths, and
n is the number of members in the overlay multicast session.
This can be compared to an IP multicast cost proportionallo
nO. 6 to nO. 8 [12], [13J.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe overlay networks and their performance
metrics. In Section III, we characterize overlay multicast networks via simulations and experimental data analysis. In Section IV, we propose and validate an overlay multicast model
based on our observations. In Section V, we discuss related
work. Finally, we summarize our conclusions and future work
in Section VI.
II. OVERLAY NETWORKS: DERNITIONS AND METRICS

- This research has becn sponsored in part by NSF gr.ml ANI-0238294
(CAREER), lhc Purduc Research Foundation, and the Schlumberger Foun(\alion tcchnical merit award.

We consider the uI/derlyil/g lIetwork as a graph G =
(N, E), where N is a set of nodes, and E is a set of edges.
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A node 7/. E N denotes a router, and an edge (TJ;,1]j) E E
denotes a bi-directional physical link in the underlying network. An overlay nenvork superimposed on G is a tree
o = (5, D, N", Eo). where s is the source host, D is the set
of receiver hosts, No ~ N is the set of nodes in the underlying network G thaI are lraversed by overlay links, and Eo is
the set of overlay links, defined below.

The set of hosls H" consists of sand D in 0, i.e.• H" =
{s} U D. The cardinality of set H o is equal to n. An overlay link: eo = (d~,1/o,-··,TJlll,dr) E Eo comprises a host
d ll E H o • followed by a sequence of roulers 1Ji E No, followed by a host d r E D. Each receiver E D appears exactly
once allhe end of any sequence denoting an overlay link. but
may appear multiple times at the beginning of sequences for
different overlay links. An overlay link is lypically a UDP or
TCP connection established by the overlay multicast protocol.
The number of hops in the router sequence 1/0,··. ,11/8 in
an overlay link eo E Eo is denoted by Is. For every two
routers 1/i,1/j E No that appear consecutively in an overlay
link eo E Eo, there must exist a link connecting them in the
underlying network, i.e., edge (71i,1/j) E E holds. The same
router 1/i E No can appear in multiple overlay links eo E Eo.
Subsequences of routers 1/;, ... ,1}j can also appear in multiple
overlay links eo E Eo. Figure 1 illustrates an example overlay
network with 6 overlay links.

overlay links eo E Eo, and stress(i) is the stress of link i.
Prior work also used a "resource usage" metric. defined as Vi,
Lidelay(i) x stress(i), where i is an underlying link traversed by one or more overlay links [1]. Our overlay cost
metric is a special case of this resource usage notion. when
delay(i) = I, Vi. We opt to evaluate delays separately from
lhe overlay cost, in order to isolate the delay and stress aspects
of an overlay.
In addition to the overlay cost and link stress, we study the
following overlay tree metrics: (I) degree of hosts H o (equivalent to the host contribution to the link stress of the host-tofirst-router link). (2) degree of routers E N u , and hop-by~hop
delays of underlying links traversed by overlay links E Eo.
(3) overlay tree height, (4) delays and number of hops between parent and child hosts, (5) mean bottleneck bandwidth
between the source s and receivers E D, and (6) mean latency, longest latency, and relative delay penalty (RDP) from
the source to a receiver.
The latency latency(s, d,.) from the source s to d,. E Dis:
delay(s, do) + E~:~ delay(d;, d;+l) + delay(d" d,.), assuming s delivers data to d r via the sequence of hosts (do, ... , dE).
Here. delay(di,di+t) denotes the end-la-end delay of the
overlay link from d i to di+I. for di E H o and di+I E D.
Note that the RDP from s to d,. (defined in [16]) is the
ratio '~t~nCY
~,d~
We compute the mean RDP of all ree ay
•
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ceivers ED. We can also define the stretch as ;~(~:d:'~2
where hops(s,d r ) = ls(s,do) + E~:ci(ls(di,di+d + 2) +
ls(d" d r ) + 4. Stretch denotes the relalive number of hops instead of the relative latency used in RDP. These metrics com~
pare overlay mullicast to unicasl (or IP multicast using a minimum delay tree). It is clear that there is a tradeoff between the
latency metrics and the stresslbandwidth metrics. Balancing
this tradeoff is the key to effeclive overlay multicast protocol
design.

Underlying link

Fig. I. An example overlay multicast tree over an underlying network

Given an overlay network 0, we define the term overlay cost
as the number of underlying hops traversed by every overlay
link ell E Eo for an overlay o. More formally, the overlay cost
is: Ye" E E", E ls(e,,). where ls(e,,) denoles the number
of router-to-router hops between 1}o, ... ,1/'8 for the overlay
link eo (as defined above). We consider the first nnd last hops
to/from hosts separately. This is because we must fairly compare the normalized overlay cost to the normalized IP multi~
cast cost computed in [13], [14], [I5J. where the first and last
hops are ignored. For example, the overlny cost for the overlay
in Figure 1 is2+3+I+I+4+2=13.
We also use the term lillk slress to denote the total number of
identical copies of a packet over the same underlying link (as
defined in [1], [16]). For example, the stress of the link from
Ihe source to A in Figure 1 is two. It is clear that the overlay cost defined above can be represented as Vi, Ei stress(i)
where i is any rollter-To-rouTer link traversed by one or more

III. OVERLAY MULTICAST TREE STRUCTURE

Our primary goal in this section is to isolate the impacts of
(i) the overlay protocol, (ii) the underlying network connectivity and routing. and (iii) the overlay host distribution, on the
overlay tree structure. We first analyze experimental data, and
then conduct a set of simulations.
A. Experimelltal Data

In order to study the structure of real overlay networks in
the Internet, we analyze experimental results for the End System Multicast (ESM) protocol [1], [16], the TAG protocol [4]
and the NICE protocol [3]. To analyze ESM. we recorded the
overlay trees constructed during experiments performed by the
ESM developers in November 2002. (Unfortunately. the ESM
developers have not released the overlay tree structure in their
later experiments.) Since the overlay trees did not change significantly throughout the experiment lifetime. we selected one
representative overlay tree. The tree comprises 65 hosts.
We use rracerollle to find the underlying path between every
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Fig. 2. A pan of the overlay tree constructed by End System Multicast in November 2002. The number ne~IIO the overlay link denotes the bop count between
parenl and child boslS.
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Fig. 3, Overlay Irccs eonslrucled by End Syslem Mullic:lS1 in November 2002

two hosts on the overlay tree. We encountered two problems
using traceroute. First, some routers do not generate ICMP
Time-Exceeded packets when TIL (Time-To-Live) reaches
zero. Second. many routers disable the source-route capability. primarily due to security concerns. Due to this, finding
paths between two arbitrary hosts via traccroute (without having accounts on either of these hosts) becomes difficult. We
utilize publicly available traceroute servers [17J and our own
machines to compute paths to alllhe hosts on the overlay tree.
These paths are then synthesized to approximate the paths between any two overlay hosts. Our task was simplified because
lhe hosts in the experiments. with a few exceptions, are located
at universities in the United States. Most university hosts are
connected to the InterneQ backbone network [18}, and thus
the routes typically intersect at points on InterneQ. These
points provide the synthesis junctions used for path extraction.
A pan of the synthesized overlay tree is depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 3(a) depicts the mean number of hops between every two parent-child ESM hosts, for hosts at different levels
of the overlay tree (90% confidence intervals are shown to indicate variability). The figure shows that the number of hops
typically decreases as the host level increases, though the decrease is nOl monotone. We now seek the causes of this phenomenon. Consider a set of routers that are connected according to the power-law [19] and small-world [20], [21] prop-

erlies. The power-law property dictates that there is a larger
number of low-degree routers than high-degree routers. We
sunnise that a high-degree high-bandwidth router is typically
more likely to be traversed by overlay links near the source
of the overlay tree. This is because a high-degree router has
higher chances of reducing the path length and delays than a
low-degree router, due to its connectivity to a larger number
of TOuters. The high-degree router is also more likely to have
high bandwidth links connected to it. Overlay multicast protocols which consider delay, path length, or bandwidth are thus
likely to exploit such high-degree routers in the first few levels of the tree (unless all hosts are clustered near the source).
Recall also that nearby hosts tend to be clustered by the smallworld property. Accordingly, we can visualize an overlay tree
where a number of high-degree routers connect the hosts at
the first few levels of the tree. In addition, many hosts are
connected to low-degree lower-bandwidth routers, which are
clustered at lower levels of the tree. Therefore, hosts at lower
levels of the overlay tree may only be a few hops away from
each other.
In Figure 3(b), we plot the frequency of occurrence of cerlain numbers of hops between parent-child ESM hosts. The
figure shows that a significant number of hosts are within 2
or 3 hops of their parents, and many are 9-15 hops away. The
distribution ofround trip times between every two parent-child

•
ESM hosts at differenllevels of the overlay tree is plotted in
Figure3(c) (wilh90% confidence intervals). We use round trip
time estimates obtained from traceroute. From the figure, the
average round trip lime generally decreases as the host level
increases, confirming our intuition. The large error ranges in
the figure indicate thai the round trip times significantly vary
at the same level of the tree.
Figure 4 shows the dislribution arpee-hop delay (the delay
between two consecutive roulers on a path from a parenl to a
child ESM host) for different overlay tree levels. The per-hop
delay between two consecutive routers 1]; and 1/j is estimated
as ~rtt( 1/i, Tlj), where rU( T/i, 1]j) is the lime to travel from 7Ji
10 71j and vice versa obtained via traceroute. The figure indicates thal 78% of per-hop delays in lower tree levels (levels
4·6) are shorter than 0.25 ms, and only 2% are between 2.5
and 5 ms. In contrast, only 44% of per-hop delays are shaner
than 0.25 ms, 11 % are between 2.5 and 5 ms, and 15% exceed
5 ms, for the first level of the tree, which agrees with our earlier explanation. Figure 5 illustrates that the degree of hosts
in the overlay tree grows as hosts get closer to the root of the
overlay tree. This decreasing degree can be attributed ESM's
goal of minimizing delay (if bandwidth is acceptable).

belween parent-child hosts (we do not show variability in the
remainder of the paper). The tree conslructed by NICE does
not exhibit the same decrease in number of hop as tree level
increases exhibited by ESM and TAG. This is because scala·
bility is the primary concern of NICE, and not bandwidth or
delay as in ESM and TAG. In Figure 7. we also show the delay between parent-child hosts for differenl overlay tree levels.
We compute the delay by halving the round trip times between
parent-child hosts.
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B. Sim//latiol/ Etperimems

We also investigate the overlay structure via simple session·
level simulations.
B.1 Simulation Setup

Fig. 5. Degree ofhos! versus 1c~el orhos! in
System Multicast ill November 2002

o~erlay

tree constructed by Ent!

We use two router· level topologies. The first topology
contains 4000 routers connected according to power-law and
small-world properties. In a power-law distribution, a complementary cumulative distribution function cd-a is used to denOle the fraction of routers with degree greater than d, where
c and Q are constants [24], [25]. We use c 1 and Ct 1.22.
Groups of routers are clustered according (0 the small-world
property: a router connects to its closest neighbor routers with
probability p, and to other routers with probability 1 - p, according to router degree. We use p = 0.5. Routers are uniformly distributed on a 750 x 750 plane, and the Euclidean
distance between two roulers approximates the delay between
the two routers (in ms). Hosts are connected to edge routers
(which are defined as routers with degree less than 10) uniformly at random. The bandwidth from edge routers to hosts

=

We have also conducted experiments with NICE [3] and
TAG [4] on the PlanetLab testbed [22J. We use rracepatl, [23]
to find the number of hops and delay on underlying paths.
We selected representative overlay trees for NICE and TAG
from several experiments with 60 group members. A cluster
in NICE has 2 to 5 members (see [3] for details). For TAG,
we use bwthTe.~h
160 kbps, chlimit
5, and u
1 (the
details of the TAG algorithm and its parameters are discussed
in Section III-B. I). Figure 6 dcpicts the mean number of hops

=

=

=

=

,
is selected according to the realistic distribution: 40% are
56 kbps. and 15% for each of 1.5, 5. 10, 100 Mbps. All
other links are assigned bandwidths ranging from 100 Mbps
to I Gbps.
The second topology we use is a Transit-Stub lopology generated by the popular GT-ITM topology generator [26]. The
topology conlains 4040 couters which constitute 4 transit domains, 10 routers per transit domain, 4 stub domains per transit rouler, and 25 routers per stub domain. GT-ITM generates
symmetric link delays ranging from 1 to 55 ms for transittransit or transit-stub links. We use 1 ms to 10 ms delays
within a stub. Hosts are connected lo stub routers randomly
and unifonnly. Backbone links have bandwidths ranging from
100 Mbps to 1 Gbps, while links from edge routers to hosts
have the same bandwidth range as in the first topology. In
both topologies. the underlying network routes are selected to
optimize delays. It is also worth mentioning that we have simulated smaller scale topologies and the results were similar.
Algorithm 1 End System Multicast (ESM)
I:
2:
3:

A new member dElI., joins a session

NEd =0
d probes dj (,,0- d) E H" - NEd randomly and periodically forming
Mo
4:
for all d; (-r= d) E H., do
5:
CB = current bandwidth level betwccn d and di
6:
N B = new bandwidth level betwccn le\'el d and do via dj
7:
CL = currcnllalency betwccn d and di
8:
N L = new latency between d and di via dj
9:
if NB > CB Ihen
10:
utility += 1
elseifNB=CBantlNL<CLlhen
11:
12:
uWify+= Clft L
13:
14:
15:

16:

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

end ir
end for
iflltility > addthrcsh and degree(d) < UDD and degrcc(dj ) < UDB
lhen
NEd = NE,JU {dj}
cnd if
Current members exchange routing information on M"
When d receives a table of (bwl(d" ,di ), lateney(d" .di), d,,) fmm d" E
NEd for all d i E H.,
for all di (-r= d) E H" do
ifbwl(d,d j ) < min(hwl(d,d,,), bwl(d",d i )) thcn
d" is a new neX! hop from d 10 d i . Routing information is updaled
aeeortlingly
else iTbwl(d.di) == min(bwl(d,d,,), bwl(d" ,dill then
if lateney(d,d")+laleney(d,, ,di) < laleDey(d,d;) then
d" is a new neXI hop from d 10 do. Routing information is updated aeeortlingly
end if
end if
end for
{addthresh is the lhrcshold for adding neighbors. U DB is the upper
tlegree bound, bwl(d i ,dj ) indicates Ihe bandwidth level between di and
dj E H." and latency(dj,dj ) denoles the latency between di aDd dj E
lI.,. where M., = overlay mesh, lI., = SCi of hosts on 1'<[0. and NEd =
set of current neighbors of dElI., on M".}

We simulate three representative overlay mullicast protocols on the two topologies: ESM [1], Topology-Aware Grouping (TAG) [4], and Minimum Diameter Degree-Bounded
Spanning Tree (MODBST) [5]. The reason we seleCl ESM is

Algorithm 2 TAG(C,N) where C represents a currently examined node and N is a new member
I:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:

II:
12:
13:

14:

target +- C, eh +- first child of C
ifch = NULL then
add N to lItc children of C
relurn
end if
while ch ¥- NULL do
if Icn(P(S.N)
> len(P(S,ch»)
max(len(P(S,eh))-;'O) then
target +- eh
break
end if
eh +-ncxl child ofC
end while
if target ¥- C Uten

and

eomrnonpath(dl,N)

>

TAG(target,N)

25:

else
ifbaDtiwidlh(C»bwfhresh and cbdoum(C)<ehlimit then
add N to thc children of C
else
targetl +- C, targe!2 (- C, targets (- C
I (- len(P(S,C»), maxbw2 (- bandwidlh(C), maxbws tbaIldwidth(C)
for all ell such that ch is a child of C do
if commonpath(ch,N»1 and bandwidLb(eh»bwtlJre.'ih and
ehdnum(eh)<ehlimit then
fargetl (- eh, It- commonp;ith(eh,N) {prinrity cute I}
else if bandwidth(eh»J1ll1zbw2 and chdnum(ch)<ehlimit
thcn
target2 (- eh. mnxbw2 (- bandwidtb(ch) {priority rule

26:
27:

else ifbandwitlth(eh»maxbws then
targets t- eh, mazbws t- bandwidth(eh) {priorily rulc

15:
16:

17:
18:
19:

20:
21:
22:

23:
24:

2)
3)
28:
29:
30:
31;

32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

37:
38:

39:
40:

41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:

end if
end for
if target] ¥- C then
forget (- target}
else if targe!2 ,,0- C then
forget t- target2
else if targets ,,0- C then

target (- targets
end if
if target = C then
for all ch such that eh is a child of C anti len(P(S,dl)) ~
lell(P(S,N)) and commonpath(N,eh) 2': max(len(P(S,N))-u.O)
do
add eh 10 the children of N
end for
addN to the children ofC
else
TAG(target,N)
end iT
end if
end if
{Funclions:
Ico(P(S,A): length oflhe path from the root S 10 A
chdnum(A): number of thc children of A
bandwidtlt(A): available bandwidth betwccn A and N
eommonpalh(AB): length of common prefix betwccn the spaths of
AaodB
Jna)[(il,B): maximum of A and B
Variables:
bwtllresh: bandwidth lhrcsho!tI
e1llimit; upper bound on Ihe number of children
eh:ehildofC
I: length of the longest common prefix between Ihe spaths of cll anti
N
target: node that N will examine next
targel;: next node eompuled according to priority rule i
mnxbw o: maximum bandwidth(A) according 10 priority rule i)

,
Algorithm 3 Minimum Diameter Degree-Bounded Spanning
Tree (MDDBST)
I:
2:
3:
4:
5:

forallvEVdo
o(v) =: C(STC,V)
p(v) =: src
d ma ", (v) = lastbw(u)junitbw
cnd for

G: T=:(W={STC}.L= (})
7: while W ¢. V) do
8:
let u E V - W be the vcnex with smallest D(u)
9:
W=:WU{u},L=LU{{u,p(u)}}
10:
foraUvEW-{u}dO
II:
5(v) =: max(6(v), dislT(u, v)]
12:
end for
13:
CorallvEV-Wdo

14:

6(u) =

15:
16:
17:
18:

fornUqEWdo
if degree(q) < dmax(q) and c(v,q)
6(v) =: c(v, q) + o(q), p(v) =: q
end if

(Xl

+ 6(q) < o(v») then

19:
endeor
20:
end for
21: cnd while
{ceu, tI) = edge cosl for u,v E V. degree(u) = degree of v E V,
IOSfbw(v) = last bop bandwidth or v E V, and unilbw = baodwidth
constraint for a single cooncction}

that it is the first overlay multicast protocol to be widely tested
in the Internet. It was used for multicasting the SIGCOMM
2002/2003 conferences. Moreover. ESM has a unique routing
mechanism. The overlay tree conslruction protocol of ESM
is summarized in Algorithm 1. Each host evaluates the utility
of other hosts to determine its neighbors. A host has an upper degree bound (UDB) on the number of its neighbors. We
use a value of 6 for the upper degree bound. The ESM flavor
used in our simulations has two discretized bandwidth levels:
> 100 kbps and::; 100 kbps (similar to the version used for
the SIGCOMM 2002 multicasl). The overlay lree is first optimized for bandwidth, and then uses delay as a tie brcaker
among hosts at the same bandwidth level.
The second class of protocols we investigate is topologyaware overlay multicast protocols, which includes Scribe [271.
topology-aware Contcnt-Addressable Nctwork (CAN) [28],
and TAG [4]. We select TAG as a representative of this group.
TAG is a faithful representation of topology-based approaches,
since it aligns overlay roules and underlying routes, if certain weak constraints arc met. Although the TAG heuristic
may not perform particularly well if inter-domain routcs are
of poor quality, its simplicity makes it appealing. The pseudocode for TAG tree construction is given in Algorithm 2. A
TAG host becomes the child of the host that most "matches"
its path. Here, a path is defined as the sequence ofrouters from
the source to a host. A's path matches B's path when the path
from the source to A and the path from the source to B have
a common prefix of length equal to the path from the source
to A minus u unmatched routers. Two weak conslraints are
employed by TAG on the bandwidth and the number of children of a host (the bandwidth from a parent to a new member
is larger than bwthresh and the number of children of the par-

ent is less than chlimit). We use 11. = 0, bwthresh= 150 kbps
and chlimit = 50 in our simulations.
The third class of protocols we investigate includes protocols that seek to minimize overlay cost [29], or the longest
path in an overlay network [5J (with delay or bandwidth constraints). We select MDDBST, given in [51. as a representative
protocol in this class. MDDBST minimizes the cost (delay in
our simulations) in the longest path, and bounds the degree of
hosts. The pseudo-code for MDDBST is presented in Algorithm 3. The MDDBST protocol we use is slightly modified
for use in a single-source overlay multicast scenario. We define the degree bound as degree{v) = lastbw{v){unitbw,
where degree{v) is the degree of node v, lastbw(v) is the last
hop bandwidth of v, and 11.niUrw is the desired bandwidth for
a single connection. We use 11.nitbw = 56 kbps in our simula·
tions. For each protocol. we run five simulations with different
random number generator seeds (for topology generation and
for selecting the multicast source and destinations) and average the results.
Table I compares a number of overlay multicast algorithms
with respect to trce construction, tree types, tree height, group
size, metrics, and control overhead.
B.2 Simulation Results
Figure 8 illustrates the mean number of hops between parent
and child hosts for' different host levels in the overlay tree The
labels "ESM-40", ''ESM-400'' and "ESM-4k" denote ESM
with 40, 400, or 4000 members respectively, and so on. Figure 8(a) depicts the results on the power-law and small-world
topology. The figure reveals that the number of hops betwecn
parent and child hosts tends to decrease as the level in the overlay tree increases, for both ESM and TAG. MDDBST does not
exhibit a clear trend. Thc observed decrease in mean number
of hops is consistent with our experimental data, and our intuition on the effect of Internet topology characteristics,
In order to isolate the effects of the power-law property from
the small-world property, we execute the same simulations on
only-power-law (but no clustering) and only-small-world (but
equal degree routers) topologies. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) give
the results. From both figures, we observe that the number
of hops in ESM and TAG decreases with overlay tree level
increase. Therefore, both clustering among closely located
routers as dictated by the small-world property. and powerlaws of router degrees, contribute to the observed decrease in
number of hops with overlay tree level increase.
Figure 9 depicts the results on the GT-ITM Transit·Stub
topology. ESM shows slightly less noticeable and less rapid
decrease in the number of hops as the level increases compared
to Figure 8(a). This is expected since GT-ITM router degrees
do 1l0l follow a power·law. TAG is similar in both Figures 8(a)
and 9. For MDDBST, the number of hops between parent and
child hosts initially fluctuates and slowly decreases as the level
increases in Figure 9. This is because MODBST does not seek
the shortest path to individual hosts, but minimizes the longest
path. In general. the decreases are more pronounced for TAG
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TABLEJ
A CO/tlPflRISON OF OVERLAY MUI.TlCflST ALGORITHMS

Algorithm
ESM
NICE
Overcast
CAN-multicast
ScatterCast
Yoid

ALMI
MDDBST
Scribe

HMTP
Hypercasl
TAG
Bayeux

Meshffree
Mesh
Implicit
Tree
Implicit
Mesh
Teee
Teee
Tree
Implicit
Tree
Mesh
Tree
Implicit

Tree type
Source
Source
Source
Source
Source
Shared
Shared
Shared
Source
Shared
Source
Source
Source

(n) Power-Inw nod small-world IOpology

Tree height
Unbounded

O(logn)
Unbounded

O(dn"')
Unbounded
Unbounded
Unbounded
Unbounded

O(logn)
Unbounded
Unbounded
Unbounded

O(logn)

Group size
Small
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Small
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

Metrics
Bandwidth, delay
Delay
Bandwidth
Delay
Delay
Delay
Delay
Edge cost
Delay
Delay
Coordinale. angle
Delay. bandwidth
Delay

(b) Only-power_lnw IOpoIogy

Control overhead
O(n)

O(logn)
O(max-degree)
Constant
O(max-degree)
O(max-degree)
O(maxodegree)
O(max-degree)

O(logn)
O(max-degree)
O(max-degree)
O(max-degree)

O(logn)

(e) Only-sJIlil1l-world lopology

Fig. S. Meao number of parenl-child hops versus overlny uee level in power-law;md small-world simulntioD5

than ror the other two protocols. independenl or underlying
topologies, since TAG aligns overlay and underlying routes
(subject to bandwidth availability).
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We also simulate the three protocols on the power-law and
small-world topology with a "OIl-II11iforlll hosl distribution. In
lhis case, we randomly select an edge router and then connect w hosts to this router and its neighboring routers (one
hosl per router), where w is a random number between 1 and
20. Figure 10 illustrates that the number of hops between
parent and child hosts decreases even more rapidly (though
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Fig, 10. Distributions of the Dumber of hops versus overlay uee le\"el in
simulntioD5 on the power-law and small-world Topology with non-uniform
host distribution

with some f1ucluations) than uniform host distribution case
(Figure 8(a». The decrease was less pronounced when we
repeated the same experiment on the Transit-Stub topology.
Therefore, lhe power-law and small-world properties, and the
non-uniform host distribution are all factors that exacerbate
this phenomenon. The routing features of overlay multicast
protocols, such as the utility ror selecting neighbors in ESM.
or topology awareness in TAG, also play an importam role.
To validate our argument that high-degree routers tend to be
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traversed in upper levels of the overlay tree, we plolthe distribution of the router degree against the overlay tree level for
the power-law and small-world topology (Figure 11(0.». The
router degree denotes the connectivity of the router to other
rowers. For tree level i, the routers on overlay links from hosls
at level i - I to i are considered. (Note that the same rouler
may appear at different levels of the overlay tree, if traversed
by overlay links at different levels). The results agree with our
argument. In Figure 11(b), we plot lhe frequency that routers
with certain degrees are traversed by overlay links. The figure
shows that all three protocol trees cross a significant number
of hign-degree routers (50+), in order to exploit their high connectivity and high bandwidth.
In addition, we have investigated the distribution of the host
degree against the host overlay tree level for the power-law
and small-world topology. The host degree remains within
a small range (S 20), except for lhe source and few highbandwidth hosts in lhe case of the TAG protocol. This is because TAG attempts 10 send more copies from the source or
high-bandwidlh hosts to reduce delay when all receivers are
far from each other. As a result, the ESM and JvIDOBST trees
are longer man TAG trees. The tree height increases as Ihe
number of members is increased, bUl the increase is slow beyond a certain number of members. We have also studied lhe
tolal stress for alllhree prOlocols, and found that ESM exhibits
the lowest stress, followed by MDDBST, lhen TAG. The tOlal
stress is compuled as Li stress(i) where i is any TOlller-tarollter link or !Iost-ta-rollter link traversed by overlay links.
Figure 12 depicts the mean and longest latencies, and the
relative delay penalty (ROP) (defined in Section II) for the
power-law and small-world topology. ESM achieves the lowest mean latencies and RDP when the number of members
is large. ESM, however, exhibits the highest longest latency
(Figure 12(b)). The mean latency and RDP for ESM decrease
for large groups because, as more hosts join (and since they
are randomly located), lower latency pams may become available. In contrast, TAG exhibits low mean latencies and RDP
for a small number of members. Although JvIDDBST exhibils
higher mean latencies and RDP, the longest latencies of MODBST are low, as expected, since MDDBST minimizes diam-

eter.
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Fig. 13, Mean bottleneck bandwidth in simulations on the power-law aDd
small-world IOpology

The mean bottleneck bandwidth between the source and receivers for alllhree protocols is illustrated in Figure 13. The
receivers in ESM obtain higher bandwidth than the receivers
in TAG because ESM considers bandwidth as a primary metric. The bandwidth of lne three protocols decreases as more
members join, as expected. Figures 12(a) and 13 together illustrate the latency versus bandwidth tradeoff in ESM. Note
that lhese results may vary with protocol paramelers. For example, TAG gives lower RDPs and lower bandwidths wim a
smaller u or a smaller bwthresh. MDDBST can also increase
bandwidth with a lower degree bound, at lne expense of longer
latency and RDP values.
To further investigate the effects of underlying topology, we
vary the power-law and small-world parameters, specifically Q'
and !.he probability p. In Figure 14(a), we find mat me number
of hops in all lhree protocols decreases slowly wi!.h overlay
tree level increase, when router degrees have a wide range.
Relay through high-degree routers may reduce the number of
hops between hosts in lhis case. As tne range of router degrees
becomes narrow (Figure 14(c)), the number of hops tends to
fluctuate. Figure 15 shows that a stronger small-world effect
yields slightly more rapid decrease of the number of hops. We
also observe Ine effects of differem overlay host distribulions
in Figure 16. Non-uniform host distribution results in a more
pronounced decrease. Results ofexperimems on the three protocols with different parameters are shown in Figure 17. The
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parameters result in some differences, though the impact is not
very pronounced.
In addition, we compare the nonnalized overlay costs of dif·
ferent topologies and host distributions. Figure 18(a) and (b)
show that a strong power-law (a) or small-world (b) topology
achieves lower costs than GT-ITM. Non-uniform host distribution also reduces overlay multicast cost, as depicted in Figure 18(c). These results confirm our intuition that the overlay
protocol, the Internet power-law property, lhe Internet smallworld property, and overlay host clustering all contribute to
the decrease in the number of hops between parent and child
hosts as Ihe overlay tree level increases.
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Figure 19 compares the mean bandwidth of IP multicast,
unicast and overlay mullicast. As expected, IF multicast gives
lhe highest mean bandwidth for all experiments with different
numbers of members. Overlay multicast yields more bandwidth than naive unicasl as the number of members exceeds

100.
IV. OVERLAY MULTICAST TREE COST

In this section, we model overlay multicast trees based on
the overlay Iree suucture we have observed, and compute their
costs.
A. Network Model
We model the underlying network as a graph G = (N, E)
and the overlay tree 0 as the tuple (8, D, No, E,,), as defined
in Section II. To simplify our analysis, we transfonn G into a

complete k-ary tree G' = (N,E, r) on which 0 is constructed,
where Nand E are the same as in G, and TEN is designated as Ihe root router. s is the only host connected to T.
Other hosts are connected to routers with equal probability in
both G and G1 to obtain D. The height of G' is h. To transfonn G into G', any cycle in G is broken by eliminating lhe
edge on the cycle which no overlay link in 0 traverses. Such
an edge typically exists when the overlay cost is minimized,
which is the overlay we consider here, as given in Definition 1
below. In addition, we move the children of nodes whose degree is larger than k, along with the subtrees rooted at these
nodes, to nodes which have degree less than k. Such nodes
are guaranteed to exist, e.g., leaf nodes. This simple transfonnation shows that we do not significantly lose generality
by considering an underlying tree. The overlay cosl exhibited
with an underlying tree has also been shown to be more consistent wilh that exhibited with real topologies, compared to
meshes or random graphs {30]. We are, however, currently
investigating the average costs for the set of trees covering a
power-law and small-world underlying network.
To incorporate the number-of-hops distribution properties
discussed in Section ill, routers with only one child (and no
hosls to be connected) are added between branching points in
the underlying network model. Such routers are called IIl/ary
nodes. We had observed that the number of hops between parent and child hosts approximately decreases, ns the level of the
host in the overlay tree increases. A similar modeling nssumption to that in [15] (a self-simi/artree) enn be used to represent
this observation. This entails that Ai = ¢A i _ l , 0 .:=; ¢ .:=; 1,
where Ai is the number of concatenated links generated by
unary nodes between a node at level i - I and a node allevel
i in the underlying network (the notions of levels nnd II do not
consider unary nodes, which are counted separately). Therefore, k(l1-i)O - 1 unary nodes are created between adjacent
nodes at levels i -1 and i, where 0 .:=; 6 < 1. This implies that
k(h-i)lI links exist at level i from a branching node at level
i - 1. The tree has no unary nodes when () = O. Note that the
number of hops on overlay links will not be monotonically decreasing (but will be approximately decreasing) for increasing
levels of the overlay tree, since data may be disseminated up
G1 in certain segments, as discussed in the next 2 sections.
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Fig. IS. Comparisons ofoonnalizcd overlay cost for different topologies and host tlislribUlions

We assume that each receiver is connected to a router in the
network unifonnly and independently of other receivers. We
use the term Lo(h, k, n) to denote overlay cost for an overlay
tree a and number of hosls [Hoi = n (h and k are defined
above). In [13], m, the number of distinct routers (0 which
hosts are connected. is used instead of n in L,,{h, k, n). We,
however, believe that using the number of hosls n is intuitively
appealing and makes analysis simpler. Note that m can be
approximated by lVI(l - (1 - 11 )71), where.l.11 is the tolal
number of available routers to which hosts can be connected.
Therefore, m :::::: n when
1 {IS].

;1 «

Among all possible overlay networks that can be superimposed on G', we compute the least cost overlay network defined as follows.
Definicioll 1: Let n be the set of all possible overlays, connecting a particular set of n hosts, and superimposed on a network G'. Let L,(h, k, n) be the overlay cost for TEn. Let
o be the least cost overlay on G'. Then. 0 is lhe overlay that
satisfies Lo(h, k, n) ~ L,(h, k, n) for all T E 11.

We consider the least cost overlay network for lhree primary
reasons. First, modeling and analysis are simplified in this
case. Second, many overlay multicast protocols optimize a
delay-related metric, which is typically also optimized by underlying (especially intra-domain) routing protocols. Third, it
gives a lower bound on the overlay tree cost under our assumptions.

B. Receivers at LeafNodes

from p to the lowest tree level, p can be computed as:
h

2

L

h

k(/l-i)O ~

,=p+1

L

k(I.~i)O

( 1)

,=1

Thus,
(2)

For ease of counting, we first consider a tree without unary
nodes and then add the cost introduced by unary nodes. Figure 20(a) shows thal lhe cost incurred when communicating
from a receiver to another receiver, bolh connected to descendants of node a at level ~ 1, is bounded by h. Otherwise, the
source would send another copy directly to the receiver at cost
h. For this reason, we group together all receivers connected
10 descendants of a in a subtree rooted at a. Similar subtrees
1.
are created for every node at level %
We divide the computation of L;(h,k,n) into two terms.
The first lerm is the minimum cost to send 10 Ihe subtrees
rooted at a, and the second term is the minimum cost of data
dissemination within the subtrees. To compute the first term,
we observe that there are k,P nodes at level p in the tree. The
probability that a link connecting to level p is traversed by
overlay 0 is 1 - (1 - k-p)n. Thus, the cost at level p is
kP(l- (1- k-p)n). Since k(l·-i)O additional cost is incurred
by a node at level i if the tree is extended with /lllary nodes.
lhe firSltenn becomes:

r

r

h

"k{H)Ok'(l-(l-k-')") =
L...J
;=1

khO

-

1

kO-1

k'(1-(1-k-')")

We first consider a network in which receivers can only
(3)
be connected to leaf nodes in the underlying network. FigTo compute lhe second term, we consider a subtree rooted
ure 20(a) shows a model of such a network. One host, which at a. This subtree and potential overlay links are shown in
is the current source of the overlay multicast session, is con- Figure 20(b). Consider a node al at levell, where ~ :S 1 < h
nected to the root T of the tree. All other hosts are connected 10 in lhe subtree. Let a?+t and al+ 1 be two children of 0:/ allevel
leaf nodes, selecled independently and uniformly. We define 1+ 1. Suppose lhat A is a receiver connected to a descendant of
p 10 be the lowest level with branching nodes above or at half a?+l' and B is a receiver connected to a descendant of crf+l.
of the tree height. Since L~=P+I k(h-ilO indicates the height Since "L....i=l+l
h
k(h-i)8 ...... k(h-I-ljO is incurred due to IIlIary
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Fig.20. An overlay tree model with receivers located only at leaftlodes (for simplicity, unal)' nodes arc nOI shown)

nodes, sending data from A to B across (up and tilen down)
al costs:
2k("-I-I)8
(4)

Since there are kl+l links to levell + 1 of the tree, the probability that a panicular link to level l + 1 is used in 0 is
1 - (1 - k-(I+l»)". Since al has k children, lhe cost from
to its children in a becomes k(1 - (1 - k-(l+l»)"). An
overlay link is created between a pair of children of
so
is k(1 - (1 - k-(I+ljy,) - 1. Applying
the cost across
Equation (4) for
the cost at level 1 in the subtree becomes
2k("-I-Ij8(k(1 - (1 - k-(I+l»)n) - 1). We, however, note
that there must be no link across Cl:1 if the cost from CI:, to its
children is less than one, that is, k(1-(1_k-(I+l»)n) < 1 ¢:}
l > Ink(1 - (1 - )~)-l - 1. Therefore, the cost at levell in
the subtree g(l) is defined as:

a,

a"

a,

a,.
t

9(1) = 2k(h-I-"'(k(1 - (I - k-(l+")") - I)
wherep:S l:S 10",(1- (1- t)~)-l -1. g(l) =
Consequently, the second term becomes:

(5)

ootherwise.

II-I

I:>' 9 (/)

(6)

I=p

Lo(h, k, n) is the sum of(3) and (6):
klltl

1

Lo(h, k, n) = k' ~ 1 k'(1 - (1- k-')")

A power-law is observed in (8), where the exponentofn is 1() (see Lemma 3 in the Appendix for details). Figure 21(a) depicts the nonnalized overlay cost R:(h, k, n) against the number of overlay group members n. Note that the total number
of routers including unary routers is 356 for (k
4, h
4),
309,819 for (k = 8, h = 6),4.6 billion for (k = 16, h = 8)
and more than 4.6 billion for (k
32, h
10). The figure
shows that R~(lt; k, n) ex: nO. 92 , for 0 < a < 1. Saturation
occurs as a -l- 00 (n -l- 00).

=

=

=

=

C. Receivers at Leafor NOll-leafNodes
We now relax the restriction that receivers are only connected to leaf nodes in the underlying network, as illustrated
in Figure 22. A non-leaf node with receiver(s) connected receives data from an ancestor, and relays this data to its descendants. In contrast, descendants of a non-leaf node which
has no receivers connected must receive data from other nonancestor nodes.
We use the same underlying nctwork model as in Section IV-B. We now assume that receivers are uniformly and
independently distributed over the entire tree (with the exception of unary nodes). This implies that the probability that a
node (other than the root) has at least one receiver connccted
is:
p ~ 1 - (I _ 2.)"
(9)
M
for n receivers. where

"-1

+ I:>' 9 (1)

(7)

l=p

We prove that this tree is indeed the least cost overlay tree on
this underlying network in the Appendix (Lemma 2). Since
the average number of hops on the source to receiver unicast
paths U2(h) is L~=l Mh-i)8 =
the nonnalized overlay cost becomes:

kkht:/,

(8)

(10)

On the average, among the k children of a non-leaf node. kp
children have receivers connected, while k(1 - p) children
have no receivers connected. Let L,,(h,k,n) be the overlay
cost of an overlay network v. The computation of L,,(h, k, n)
is split into two components: (i) cost for kp children of the
root with receivers. and (ii) cost for k(l - p) children of the
roOl without receivers. Again, we first consider a tree without
unal)' nodes and then add the cost introduced by unary nodes.
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In the first component, one of the kp children incurs k{I.-IjO
from me TOOl and L,,(h - 1, k, n) for ils descendants. Thus,
the cost for lhe kp children of the root is:
kp{k(h-l)O

+ L,,(h - 1, k, n))

(II)

Now, consider one of the k(1- p) children of the roOl without receivers. We again have kp children with connected receivers, and 1.:(1 - p) children without connected receivers. A
recurrence relation based on this pauern computes the second
part of Lu(h, k, n) for the 1.:(1 - p) children of the root. Consider node a at levell which does not have receivers connected
(refer toFigure22). There may be receivers at the descendants
of a that use the link from the parent of a to a with approximate probability:

k:,:fl.

level i is
We use 1 - (1 - k-I)n as an approximation
of Equation (12) for large h values.
Let T(l) denote the cost required to deliver data 10 the descendants of a. As illustrated in Figure 22, at least one of the
kp children must receive data from nodes other than a and
the descendants of a. If we consider the additional cost introduced by unary lIodes, a sibling node of a which has receivers
('1r in the figure) minimizes the cost to 2k(h-I)O + k(h-l-1lo.
An additional cost of 2k(h-l-l)O(kp - 1) is required to relay
the data among the kp children of a. Thus, B(h - l - 1) =
k(h-l-ljO(2kO + 2kp-1)(1- (1- k-J)n) is incurred for the
kpchildren of a. Also, kpL u(h-l-1, k, n) is incurred by the
descendants of the kp children of a. For the k(l - p) children
of a without receivers, k(l - p)T(l + 1) is incurred. Hence,
TO) can be computed as:

(12)

T(I)
where k- I is the probability that a receiver is located below a,
and k\:I~lk is the probability that the receiver is connected to
a non-leaf node at level i, l < i < h. The lauer probability
is based on the fact that the total number of nodes except the
root is k + ... + k h = khk+~lk and the number of nodes at

B(h -1- 1)

(13)

+kpL"(h -I - 1, k, n) + k(1 - p)T(1
~

+ 1)

h-'

I>'-I (1 - p)'-I
,=1

x{B(h - i-I)

+ kpL"(h -

i-I, k,n))

The cost for the k(1 - p) children of the rool allevell = 1 is:

D. SimI/la/ion and &perimemal ValidatiOIl

We validate our analytical results using a traceroute-based
simulation topology. (Our methodology for synthesizing the
routes is discussed in Section III-A.) We simulate hosts con;=1
(14)
nected
to edge roulers by randomly connecting 1000 hosts to
x{B(h - i-I) + kpL"(h - i-I, <,n))
the edge routers connected to 60 selected traceroule servers.
The tolal number of routers including unary routers is approxTherefore,
imately 18,957. We first construct an overlay that is a comLv(h, k, n) = kp(k(h-l)O + Lv(h _ 1, k, n))
(15)plete graph among these 1000 hosts. In order 10 be consistent
h-1
with our modeling assumption that the least cost overlay tree
+
k i (1 - p)i{B(h - i - 1) + kpLv(h _ i _ 1, k, n)} is u~ed, weco~pute the minimums'panning tree?n that graph.
,=1
An Important difference. however, IS that a host ID the overlay
tree enforces an upper degree bound (UDB) on the maximum
Lemma 1: Solving the recurrence relation in Equation (15) number of children, to simulate bandwidlh constraints. (Hosts
with a fixed ralio a = l'f (0 < a < 00) (M is as defined in connected to the same router are not considered in the UDB
check.)
Equation (10)) yields:
Figure 21(c) shows the normalized overlay cost versus the
h-'
number of members with UDB=6. Four different random
Lv(h, k,n) = k(I.-I)O+lp+ (k h + k hO
k(1-O)i)p2
number generator seeds (RNG...5eed=3,5,7,9) are used for the
.=2
assignment of hosts. We observe that the results are consish-'
tent with our modeling results. The normalized overlay cost
+ k(h-2)0+1(1 _ p)(2e + 2kp - 1) k(l-O)i
is asymptotically close to nO. 85 or so. for a small number of
;=0
members « 100). The value was higher (n O•S7 ) when we
- k l ,-o(1 _ p)(2kO+ 2kp -1)C2(U,B)
repeated the same experimenl with UDB=1. The tree cost sat(16)
urates al around 36, when the number of members is RI 100,
+ 0(1)
which is earlier than the curves in Figure 21(b). This can be
attributed to the usage of only 60 routers to which hosts are
where
00
connected in the simulation, versus a much larger number of
( 0) "k-(1-0); e _,,/':,+'
C2U,U=L-t·
(17) routers used in Figure 21(b).
i=O
We have also examined the normalized overlay cost via simThe proof of Lemma 1 and the proof that L,,(h, k, n) is the ulations of the three overlay protocols on the lopologies deminimum cost overlay tree when receivers are located at any scribed in Section III-B. The results reveal that ESM and MDnode except the root (Lemma 4) can be found in the Appendix. DBST behave asymptotically close to nO,s _nO. 9 or so, before
Note that U!(h, k), the average number of hops on the source they saturate, which is consistent with our analytical results.
to rcceiver unicast paths, is now computed as:
TAG has a slightly higher cosl than ESM and MDDBST. Partial path matching in TAG may incur higher costs due to the
h
,
u
unmatched routers allowed with high bwthresh values. We
U'(h k) = ~ " k ' " k{h-;)'
(18)
v'
ML-t L-t
also found that the normalized cost was higher for the GT-ITM
1=1
;=1
topologies than for the power-law and small-world topologies,
since router degree and clustering properLies arc exploited by
The normalized overlay cost R~(h, k, n) = LU!~h~i:;) does
overlay protocols to reduce stress and cost.
not exhibit a power-law (see Lemma 5 in the Appendix).
To further validate our results, we compute the stress and
However. Figure 21(b) demonstrates that R~(h, k, n) behaves
overlay cost for the real ESM tree used in Section III-A. We
asymptotically similar to a power-law when 0 < a < 1. The
find that the maximum stress is 12, the lotal stress is 696, and
lotal numbers ofroulers is the same as in Figure 21(a). In the
the overlay tree cost is 568. Since the average unicast path
figure. R~(h,k,n) IX nO. 83 . The factor 0.83 is smaller than
length is RI 12.01, the normalized overlay cost is 1;~gl RI 47.3.
the 0.92 for the case when hosts are only connected at leaves,
Since n = 59 (we only use hosts for which we could obtain
since many additional hops can be saved in this case. It is also
underlying routes), the normalized tree cost RI nO. 945 .
importanl to note that our decreasing unary node distribution
leads to a lower tree cost (0.83 versus an 0.87 factor for this
V. RELATED WORK
same model with uniformly distributed unary nodes). The cost
provides a useful notion for comparing and designing overlay
Our objectives in this paper overlap with the objectives
multicast protocols to optimize loads. The 0.8 to 0.9 factor of work evalualing IF multicast efficiency. Chuang and
can be also compared to a factor RI 0.7 for IF multicast [12), Sirbu [13] were first to investigate the efficiency of IF mul[13].
ticasl in terms of nelwork traffic load. They found that the

k(l- p)T(1 ~ 1) =

h-'

I>;(l- p)'

L

L

L

"
ratio between Ihe total number of multicast links and the av- exhibit small-world behavior, due to power-law degree distrierage unicast path length exhibits a power-law with respect to butions and preference to local connections. They also outthe number of distinct sites wim multicast receivers (mO. B). lined how small-world behavior affects the overlay multicasl
Their conclusion was based on real and generated network lrCe size.
topologies. Chalmers and A1meroth [12J subsequently invesVI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
tigated the efficiency of IF multicast over unicast experimentally. They carefully analyzed numerous real and synthetic
We have characterized overlay multicast trees via experiInternet data sets. They argue that the normalized tree cost is
mental
data and simulations of three overlay multicast protocloser to nO. 7 than to nO. 8 . In addition, their results indicate
cols. We also have modeled and computed the overlay cost,
that multicast trees typically include a high frequency (70 10
defined as the total number of hops in all overlay links. Based
80%) of unary nodes.
on our results, we can make the following observations. First,
In order to precisely understand the causes of IF multicast the experimental data and simulations illustrate that both the
traffic reduction. several mathematical models have been de- average delay and the number of hops between parent and
vised. Phillips et al. [14] were first to derive asymptotic forms child hosts tend to decrease as the level of the host in the
for the power-law in k·ary trees and more general networks. overlay tree increases. Our analysis suggests that routing feaTheir models, however. are approximate and cannot precisely tures in overlay multicast protocols, along with power-law and
explain the 0.8 (or 0.7) power-law. Adjih el al. [15] obtained small-world topology characteristics. playa key role in exmore accurate asymptotic forms of the power-law. They show plaining these phenomena. Non-uniform multicast host distrithat the essence of the problem is the modeling assumption. bution reinforces them. Second, our models behave asymptotTo prove this, the simple k-ary tree used in [14] is abandoned. ically close to power-laws, ranging from nO. 83 to nO. 92 for n
and a k-ary self-similar tree is used. The authors argue that the hosls. Simulations and experimental data validate our models,
self-similar tree provides a plausible explanation ofthe power- and show the latency bandwidth tradeotTs in overlay trees conlaw. However, no experimental dala is provided to prove that structed via three different protocols. We can quantify potenIF multicast trees are indeed self-similar. i.e., the number of tial bandwidth savings of overlay multicast compared to uniunary nodes decreases as the tree level increases. Mieghem et cast since nO. 9 < n, and the bandwidth penalty of overlay
al. [31] have also analyzed the Chuang and Sirbu result. The multicast compared to IF multicast (no.!) > nO. s ).
expected number of joint hops in a shortest-path multicast tree
One limitation of our experiments is the synthesis of traceris used to compute the expected number of links.
oute paths among hosts. Topology inference projects [33J may
We consider the case of overlay multicast, not IF multicast, help us obtain more accurate path information for our future
in this paper. A number of overlay multicast protocols have experiments and analysis. We plan to conduct larger-scale
been proposed over the last three years. ESM (or Narada) [1], simulations and experimental data analysis to beller under[16] was one of the earliest approaches. ESM hosts exchange stand overlay tree properties. We will also examine other types
group membership and routing information to build a mesh, overlay protocols, and investigate more dynamic characterand then execute a DVMRP-like protocol 10 construct a for- istics and performance metrics, including join-leave dynamwarding lree. ESM first considers bandwidth, then latency. A ics, protocol overhead, and delay and bandwidth changes. Fihierarchical approach 10 improvescalability is proposed in [3]. nally, we plan to precisely formulate the relationship between
CAN-based multicast [28] partitions members into bins us- the structure of overlay trees, overlay protocols, and Internet
ing proximity information obtained from DNS and delay mea- topology characteristics. This will ultimately shed more light
surements. In [5], the authors utilize host degree constraints on overlay protocol design methodologies.
and diameter bounds 10 centrally compute an optimal overlay
multicast nelwork. TAG [4J uses route overlap as a heuristic
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ApPENDIX

ProofofLemma I
Since LoCh - 1, k, n) is

L.(h - 1, k, n) = kp(k(h-')' + L.(h - 2, k, n))

h-'

+ :L k'(l- p)'{B(h - i - 2)
;=1

(19)

LoCh, k, n) becomes

L.(h, k, n) = kp(k(H)'

h-'

+ :L k'(l- p)'{B(h -

+ L.(h -

1, k, n))

i-I) + kpL.(h - i-I, k,n))

;=1

== k(h-l)tl+l p + k 2p 2(k(h-2)tl + Lv(h -

2,

k,n))

h-'

+kP:L k'(l - p)'{B(h - i - 2)
;=1

+kpLoCh - i - 2, k, n)}

h-'
+ :L k'(1- pnB(h -

i-I) + kpL.(h - i - 1,k,n))

;=1

== k(h-l)O+1 p + k 2p 2k(h-2)O + k2pL~Ch _ 2, k, n)

h-'
+ :L k'(l- p)'-'{B(h -

i-I)

;=2

+kpL.(h - i-I, k, n)) + k(l - p)B(h - 2)

==

k(h-1}O+l p

(20)

+ p 2Ck 2k(h-2)O + k 3Mh-3)O)
11-1

+k'pL.(h - 3, k, n) +

:L k'(l -

p)'-' {B(h - i-I)

;=3

+kpL.(h - i-I, k, n))

+ k(l -

pHB(h - 2) + kB(h - 3))

where

B(h-i-1) = k[h-'-')'(2k'+2kp-lH1-(1-k-')") (2])
Repetition of this process finally yields
LvCh, k,n)

== k(h-l)O+lp + p2

h-'
L
kik(I,-;}tl
;=2

+k h-'pL.(l, k, n) + k h-' (1 - p)B(O)

h-'
+k(l- p):L k'B(h - i - 2)
;=0

==

k(h-l)8+1 p + J.: htl p 2

h-'
L
k(1-tl), + e'p2
;=2

+k(IL-2)8+ 1 C1

- p)(2ktl

h-2

+ 2kp - 1) L

;=0

k(1-tl)i

(22)

"

I>

h-l ( )
. that we compute the least number of links traversed across Q'l
1
o
_k(h-2)6+ (1_ p)(2k + 2kp-l)
1-0 i(I_ k-,)nat levell, where ~ .5 1 < ~ in Figure 20(b). If the subtree
,==1
rooted at Q'f+l has at least one receiver such as B, there must
be
a connection from a receiver outside this subtree to B. In
where L v (l, k, n) = kp and Lv(O, k, n) = O. By j = h-I-i,
this
case, the connection from A to B consumes the least cost,
we have
2«( -l), in the figure. Similarly, we can compute the smallest
h-I
_
h-2. (
k; )!'lumber of links in the subuee rooted at u recursively.
•
k(1-0)i(I_k-'Y' = k(I-0)(h-1)
k-(l-O)J 1 - - ;=1
;==0
k"-l
Lemma 3: For a fixed ratio a = f,., when 0 < a < 00,
(23) Lo(h, n) has the following asymptotic expansions:
As analyzed in the Appendix Al of [15],
(i) When lodl - (1- t)~)-l - 1 < p,

L

L

h-'
. ; )" =
~ k-(l-O)j (
1 - k~-1

c2(a, 0)

+ 0(1)

k"o

L,(h, k, n) ~ k'

(24)

1
I k'(1 - (I - k-')")

(28)

(ii) Otherwise, that is, when n is large,
where

00

- "k-(1-0ji e _<1,1,;+1
C2 (a , B) -L...J

(25)

k hO
1
:::-'----;:'kP + 2(k" _
k O -1

=

Lo(h, k,n)

(:~:' -,,(a,B») +0(1)

;=0

x

Thus,

h-'

k(h-p)O+p)

(29)

where

Lk- P - O)i(l_k- i )n = k(1-0)(h-i)c2(a,B) +0(1) (26)

=

Cl(a,O)

;=1

Lk(-l+O)'e-<lk;

(30)

;=0

Proof: The result in (i) is oblained easily when 9(l) = o.
In (ii), we only need to compute the following.

Finally,

Lv(h, k,n) = k(h-l)O+lp + (k h + k"O

h-'
L
k(1-0)i)p2

h-'

L k'g(l)

;=2

+k(h-2 j O+l(1_ p)(2k O+ 2kp - 1)

I=p

h-'

L

,,-I

k(l-O)i

= 2

;=0

_kh-'(I _ p)(2k'

+ 2kp - I),,(a, B) + 0(1)

= 2k- 0

•

f

l

I=p

(27)

Lemma 2: 0 is the least cost overlay network when receivers can only be connected to leaf nodes.
Proof"
Every receiver except the source in an overlay multicast network needs a parem that sends data. Consider receivers in the subuee rooted at router (J at level in
a k-ary tree with unary nodes defined in Section IV-B, where
( = L~=l Mh-ijO. Communicmion bClween two receivers
in the subuee consumes at most (underlying links (when the
communication occurs across u). In contrast, the number of
links from the source to a recciver in the subtree is ~, and the
number of links from a receiver outside the subtree to a receiver in the subtree is at least 2(f + 1) = ~ + 2. Hence,
the number of links between two receivers in the subtree is no
larger than the number of links from a host outside the subuee
to a receiver in the subtree. Therefore, receivers in the subuee
should have their parents in the same subtree to minimize the
number of links. However, at least one receiver in the subtree
must receive data from a host outside the subtree. Sending
data from the source to a receiver minimizes this communication to ~ links. The minimal number of links between the
receivers in the subtree can be computed as follows. Suppose

L k k(h-I-1)O(k(1 -

(1 - k-(I+I))n) - 1)

,-,

{L

k(h-I)0k'+l{1_

(1- k-(I+l»)Tl)

/=p

h-'

- Lk{h-')'k')

(31)

I==p

By i = l

+ I, the first tcrm in (31) is computed as follows.
h-'

L

k(h-I)Ok l +1 (1

- (1- k-(I+l»)Tl)

I=p

h

k(h-i)'ki(l_ (1- k- i )")

~ k' L
i=p+1

h

= k'ILk(h-')'ki(l- (1- k-'j")
i==l

,

_k(h-,), L

e'-i)'k i (1 - (I - k- i )"))

(32)

;=1

This can be rewritten as
kh+

O

( kl

k'-'
0 -1

- cl(a,8)

)

(33)

..
_k(h-pjO+P+O (

kI

1 O
k (J -

1

+ 0(1)

_ CI(a 0»)
'

where

Ct (a) =

using lhe analysis in Appendix A.I of [15J,

L= k-Oie-

k

=

C,(a) =

',

;=0

h

L k(h-')' k'(l -

(1 - k-')" ~

L

k';,-k; (a - 1),

;=0

(34)

L= k(l+Oj;e-

C3 (a) =

;=1

k'

(a - 1)2 (42)

;=0

(iii) For a ---+
where

L (h k n)

=

c](u,B):::: Lk{-I+O)'e-nk;
;=0

The second tenn is
h-1
' " k(h-ljO k

LJ

kh+O

::::

'

1=1'

0"

(35)

k(h-p+ljO+p

"-----,c-",-k_ko

(36)

00,

~

k

Lo(h, k, n) asymptotically becomes

hO

-1 kP+2(kh_k(h-pj8+p) ( k - 1 _ e-a)
k-k o

kOl

(43)

Proof By Taylor's expansion, as a ---+ 00, (ii) and (iii)
are easy to compute. We compute (i) when a ---+ O. Using
the Mellin lransform [34], Cl (a, (}) is derived as follows (the
details Ihe same as those given in [15]).
IJ

kl-

cI(a,(})=p

0

a1-0r((})
1-(1 (})lnk+al-°'IjJl(lna)+O(l)
(44)

1.-1

L

k'g(l) :::: 2k- 9«k h +O _

where

k(h-p)O+p+IJ)

J=p

X (

r( - 1 + (} -

00

kl-o

kI

:::: 2(k h

0 _ 1 - Cl

Ca, 8)

)

kh+O _ Mh-p+l)9+p
-

_ k(h-p)O+p) ( :

~ :0

k

kO

_ CI(a, 9»)

)

+ OCI)

_

Lo(h,k,n)

+2(k

p

_k(h- )O+p)

(38)

(:~klo -Cl(a,B»)

Ink

(45)

~

2n 1 - G(k"o _

1

L"(h, k, n) = k' _ 1 k'
h

k=-oo,I.=#O

2:r;1:)

[i;"k" e2,,-ikr*J;-

(37)hen LoCh, k , n) becomes

+ 0(1)

From equation (37), when n is large,

k hO

L

1/J1(X)::::

k hO

_

1

+ kO-l

+O{l)

•

k('1h-p)O-h+p) (

r(O)
_ I (I
(I-B)Ink 1,!Jl na

2(k h _ Mh-p)O+f')
kP _ 2'---"":':-",----'k_k O

»)

(46)

Considering that the average number of links for unicast
U'(h)
is L..
~~ k(h-ijO = 1:~9_1 we gain'
o
I= I
"""j,;iJ"=l ,
.

Corollary J: Under the same condilions as in Lemma 3 Oi),
(i) For a ---7 0, we have

LoCh, k, n)

~

2n 1-O(k hO _
kilO _ 1

+ kOl

R'(h
" , k , n)

r(O)
_1jJ (In
(1 B)lnk
1
a
2(k" _ k(h-p)O+p)

k(2h-P)O-h+p) (

kP -

»)

(39)

kko

>!>,(x) =

L

x ( (1

r~)

O)lnk->!>,(lna)

(k hB

r(-l

1:=-00,1:#0

+ 0 - '"")
[n1: e 2:rik-L.
Ink
h,~

kilo -1

)

Lo(h, k, n) ~ k O _ 1 k P + 2(k h - k(h-p)O+p)

l)(k

k')

(40)

as normalized overlay tree cost for (i) in Corollary I.

(41)

Lemma 4: 1/ is the least cost overlay network when receivers can be connected to either leaf or non-leaf nodes.
Proof" Let:z: be a child node of the root. Let receiver
a be a receiver in subtree X rOOled at :z: in Figure 22. The
minimum number of links from 0. host outside X to host b in X
is always larger than or equal to the minimum number of links
in the relay from the source to a and 10 b, because the fanner

(ii) For a ---+ 1, Lo(h, k, n) is approximated by

~

L"(h, k, n)
(47)
Uw·)
1-0 2(kO- l)(k hlJ _ k(2h- pj O-h+ p)
n
khO 1

+ k P _ ~2"(k:...'"-:;;1"),,(k,,.h,-,,,,k_(h,,-,,')_'+_'.!.)

where

=

=

x ( : :' - C,(O) + C,(O)(a -1) - C,(O)(a -1)')

•

"
relay should cross the source. Hence. we can minimize the
number of links by the Ianer relay and recursive computing in
X. We now consider a node (j without a receiver in lhe figure.
Let y be a child of a with receivers connected to it. and let
Y be the subtree rooted at y. Two links from another child of
(j with receivers (0 y and the least number of links in Y (can
be computed recursively) minimize the number of links in this
case. At least one receiver at the children of (J. however, must
receive data from a host which is not at the children of a. 1r in
the figure minimizes this communication 10 three links. Note
that this communication uses two links when cr is a child oflhe
root. The smallest number of links in the subtree rooted at a
child of cr without a receiver can also be computed recursively.

as a --t 00. Nole that U~(h, k). lhe average number of links
in unicast, is computed by:

U~(h,k) ~ ~

•

Lemma 5: Lu(h, k, n) can be approximated with a fixed ratioa= ~ (O<a<oo)forlargenandM,
Lu(ll, k, n) = k{h-l j O+I(1 _ e- a )
+(k h

h-'
+ e'o L k(I-Oj')(1 _

e-")2

.=2
+k(h-2 j O+l e- a(2k O+ 2k(1 - e-") - 1)

11-2

L k(l-Oj;
;",0

_k h- Oe-"(2k O+ 2k(l- c- a) -1)c2(a,O)

(48)
Proof' The result can be derived by p = 1- (1- 11)" :::::

1- e- a ,

•

Corollary 2: Under the same conditions as in Lemma 5.
(i) For a --t 0 and a --t 1, L.,(h, k, n) asymptotically becomes

L.,(h,k,n) = k(II-I)O+l

(a- ~)

(49)

(a- a;)2
O
x (l-a+ a;) (2k +2+- ~) -1) h,(e)
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+(kh+klLOhl(O))

+k(h-2}O+l

c2(a,O)

where

h,(e) =

h-'

I>{'-O)',

h,(e) =

00,

(50)

.=0

;=2

Oi) For a --t

h-'

I: e'-O)'

we achieve

L ., (h , k , n) ::::::

k(h-IjO+l

+ kh +

k" _ k(h-2jH2
k1 0 1

(51)

Proof" By Taylor's expansion,

a'

1 - e- a ~ a - -

2

(52)

Substituting the above approximations for l_e- a in Lemma 5
yields the result in (i). The result in (ii) is computed in the limit

he

k

h

,

1=1

.=1

I:>' I:>{h-')'
(1

(k{>-O)h - l)(k kO _ 1 - (k"
l)(kO 1)(k
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